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Editors from China, Republic of Korea (ROK), Hong Kong SAR, Macao SAR, 
TCA, UK, Vietnam, USA/Unicode, SAT Committee and individual experts 
attended the WS2021v5.0 discussion and made decisions during IRG#61 
meetings. 
 

1. IRG Working Set 2021 review: 

 Review of WS2021v5.0 (IRGN2606) 

The editors discussed the consolidated comments on unification, radical cases 
and some of the evidences, and made decisions through the IRG WS ORT 
(Online Review Tool). The remaining attribute cases will be reviewed and fixed 
(if necessary) by the IRG Chief Editor. Other technical issues will be processed 
by the ORT Manager or ORT automatically.  

The editors made the following schedule: 

 2023-11-24: The IRG Chief Editor and the ORT Manager fix all data. Character 
submitters submit updated fonts to the IRG Chief Editor and the ORT Manager. 
(5 weeks.) 

 2023-12-15: The ORT Manager releases WS2021v6.0(IRGN2632) online and 
distributes attributes file (xlsx format). (3 weeks.) 

 2024-01-26: The IRG editors submit comments through ORT. (6 weeks.) 

 2024-02-21: The ORT Manager releases Consolidated Comments online and 
distributes PDF file. (3.5 weeks. Amid Chinese new year) 



 2024-03-08: The editors provide feedback to comments online. (1.5 weeks.) 

The editors also set new UCV examples production as below: 

  2023-11-10: IWDS co-editor to produce a new UCV list (IRGN2615 draft) 

 2023-11-24: Experts give feedback to IRG convenor and IWDS co-editor 

 2023-12-08: IWDS co-editor to update IRGN2615 draft if needed  

 2024-03-01: All feedback should reach IRG for finalization at IRG#62. 

For WS2021v5.0 discussion results, see Appendix A (WS2021v5.0 ORT) and 
Appendix B (new and revised UCV and NUCV examples). 

The editors plan to finalize WS2021v6.1 at IRG#62, for submission to WG2 by 
IRG. 

 

2. IRG Working Set 2024 submission 

The editors suggested starting WS2024 project since some IRG members 
expressed their needs for new encoding collections and the WS2021 was 
planed finalized at IRG#62. 

Every submission will be limited to no more than 1000 characters including 
those unsolved characters in WS2021. (Note that WS2021 D Set will be 
enlarged after IRG#62.)  

 2024-07-26: Submitters send WS2024 candidates. 

 2024-08-12: The IRG ORT Manager distributes IRGN2680, WS2024 V1.0.  

 2024-09-20: IRG editors submit comments through ORT.  

 2024-09-30: The IRG ORT Manager distributes consolidated comments.  

 2024-10-18:  WS 2024 submitters give responses through ORT. 

 2024-10-21/24: IRG#63 Quality Evaluation. 

The submission requirements are subject to IRGN2652 IRG PNP v17. For data 
format and guidelines, see Appendix C. 

 

Appendix A: WS2021v5.0, ORT 

Appendix B: IRGN2614 New and Revised UCV and NUCV Examples 

Appendix C: WS2024 Submission Format 



This document lists new UCV entries and candidates in IRG 61.

1.New UCV Entries

SN Variants Ref Level

1

桀
ws2021 03902 1

2
爪瓜

ws2021 02901 2

3

蒲
ws2021 02061 2

4

宣
ws2021 02520 1

2. Extended UCV entries

UCV# Current Variants New Variant(s) Ref Leve
l

390 ws2021
02475

2

3. Possible new UCVs

SN Variants Ref Level

1

黍
ws2021 02881 1
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Attributes

		Character Reference		Codepoint		Radical		Stroke Count		First Stroke		Total Stroke		IDS		Variants		Pronunciation		Normalization Ref.		Total No. of Evidences		Notes		Submission Guidelines:
1. Please input the codepoint in the font file in hex notation without the "U+" prefix.
2. Please refer to the IRG PnP for filling out the radical, stroke count, first stroke and total stroke columns.
2a. The radical should be in the "X.X" format, e.g. 1.0, 123.0, 123.1, 123.2.
2b. The stroke count, first stroke and total stroke should follow IRG stroke counting rules. Please refer to IRG PnP and IRGN954AR, IRGN1105, and IRGN2221.
3. Please input any variants or potentially unifiable characters in the "Variants" column. You may specify either the character or the codepoint. If there is more than one, please use comma to separate. Please also specify the nature of the variant if applicable, such as Trad Variant or Simp Variant.
4. Please provide the pronunciation if available. If there are more than one pronunciation, please use comma to separate.
5. You may provide any input which may be useful for IRG work in the Notes column. You may add additional columns after the Notes column if you have more data which IRG may be interested in.
6. If you wish to submit secondary radicals / secondary stroke count / secondary first stroke, please add separate columns after the Notes column.
7. Please remove this section before uploading to the online collection system.

		ZZ-00001		F0000		 182.0		10		1		33				村		cun1

		ZZ-00002		F0001		 11.0		12		4		10				坡		bo1



























































Evidence

		Character Reference		File Name		Source		Source URL(optional)		Submission Guidelines:
1. Please input one row per file. Accepted file types include 'png', `jpg`, `pdf`, `webp`. Please ensure that all files must be under 1MB and should be under 400 KB if possible.
2. Please ensure that each character reference has one or more corresponding files.
3a. In the source name, if your evidence comes from a book, please provide the name of the book, date, the author (if applicable), and the corresponding page number or folio (if applicable).
3b. If the evidence is of a photo building or place, please include the name of the place where the photo was taken.
4. Please remove this section before submission to the online collection system.

		ZZ-00001		ZZ-00001-001.jpg		Book name 1 page 10

		ZZ-00001		ZZ-00001-002.jpg		Book name 2 page 40

		ZZ-00002		ZZ-00002-001.pdf		Book name 1 page 11

























































